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IN OUR 82nd YEAR

Or. Lowry Will Head Lions;
Major Day Speaker Last Night
Dr C C Lowry, pronunent sur- years jolting the club two months
geon and civic leader here was after coming to Murray in July
elected president of the Murray 1932. He is currently serving as
_
L's Club Tuesday night.
tither officers elected were Bethel Richardson, 1st vice president; i:
.
;45 '•
',•• . ....- ,
James Dale Clopton. 2nd vice president; Rob Ray, 3rd vice presi',P!..4.
dent; Kenneth Goode, treasurer;
Vernon Anderson, secretary; Marvin Harris, lion tamer; George Lii
gon, tail twister; and Cliff Cochdirectors.
ran and Joe Cowin,
Dr. Lowry has been active in
the Murray Lions Club for several

iIriday High
School Day
At College
.h
me 2000 seniors from 150 h'.
schools are expected to attend
High School Senior Day at Murray State College. Frulay, April
14.
The program will begin with
registration from 9-10 a m. After
students have registered. they will
be taken on a tour of the campus.
An assembly at which Pres Ralph
H. Woods will preside. will be
till at 10 o'clock The seniors
win be entertained by campus
musical and dance groups at this
assembly and will hear short talks
by eollegt officials.
Lunch will be served in the
College field house at 11.30, and
career conferences will be held
from 12:15- p. m. and from 1-1 40
p. m
Fields that will be discussed at
the conferences include agriculOva, art, biological sciences, busirugs, chemistry, dramatics. elementary education, English and
foreign languages, health and physteal education home economics,
industrial arts, journalism, library
science, mathematics, music, nursmg, philosophy, physics, military
science, social sciences, and speech.
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C. C. Lowry

1st vice president and ,program
chairman. He also served as 2nd
vice president for 1 year and was
a member of the board of directors
for 2 years. He is also active in
church affairs and is currently
on the official board of the First
Methodist Church.
Dr Lowry byes with his wife
Betty and 2 children on Elm St.
Mrs. Lowry is also active in civic
affairs and is currently serving as
District Governor of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs
The new officers will be installed
June 27 by retiring president, Robert Hendon.
Major James A. Day of the RO
TC Dept. Murray State college
was the guest speaker at the
meeting, Major Day was introduced by Dr. Lowry. program chairman.

Major Day spoke on the "Citizen Soldier", relating the responsibilities of the soldier to the
citizenry and the responsibilities
of the citizenry to the soldier He
also explained the ROTC program
at Murray State College, pointing
out that it is the largest ROTC
department in the State of Kentucky He said that approximately
C
The C II
graduated from the
bating team, coached by Mrs. Bur- department as 2nd Lieutenants
on Jeffrey. is competing in the each year.
state debating tournament which
President Robert Hendon anends today in Lexington.
The school was one of the two nounced the club will have their
teams winning the regional tour- annual broom sale April 25 and
nament. Paducah Tilghman was solicited everyone's support and
cooperation in the project lie althe other school.
so announced that a joint meetMembers of the Calloway High
ing of the clubs in Zone 1 Murts-an are Randy Patterson. son of
ray, Mayfield, Fulton and Bard.
Mr. and Mrs Randall Patterson,
well will hold a joint meeting at
New Concord; Larry Hurt, son of
Mayfield May 2 at 7 00 at the
Mr. and Mrs. Ottas Hurt, Almo;
. Merit Club House.
.

Calloway High Is
Debate Tourney

ependent candiill not he
1
n or any clioue.
ALL OF THE
I of us are taxa fair and just
nee of my eneruildintr program
of Kentucky.
/
port our educa-,
greater Murrav
etIpported with
iur neighboring
,
entally retarded 'Jimmy
.
1. It will be my
Raymond Story, Lynn G r o v e;
Dan Hutson had as his guest Bill
support legislaCharles Paschall, son of Mr. and Johns, member of the Effingham,
Mrs. Ho w a rd Paschall; Lynn Ill
Grove
Rob Enoch, son of Mr and Mrs.
Fred Enoch, Hazel and Charles
renell, son of Mr and Mrs. Horner Finnell, Almo have served as
alternates and presiding (officers
in various debate tournaments.
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—Walking Club Will
Be Formed Here
A Walking Club is being formed
according to Mrs Loyd Bean of
Murray. The purpose of the clah
is sto become more healthy, tone
up muscles. and reduce weight.
The club will walk one-third
mile each day for the first two
weeks, then extend the walking
distance. Those interested in joining the Walking Club are asked
to contact Mrs Bean or Mrs J 0
Parker
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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, April 12 1961

Kentuckian Serves
Time Through Error

To Widen 41A John Ward
Despite Route Dies Tuesday
Of Interstate

COLUMBUS, Cello We —A 42year old Kentucky man, who was
held illegally in the Ohio Penitentiary for the last 18 months as the
result of a clerical error, today is
a free man.
Athur Cornett of Neon, Ky., said
he plans to return to his family at
Louisville, Ky. He is married and
the father of four children.
"He was shaking with nervousNASHVILLE (UM — Gov. Buford
ness and laughing at the same
time." said Asst. Atty. Gen. Au- Ellington sdial Monday U. S. 41A
brey A. Wendt after Cornett's re- from Nashville to Clark.sville will
I ease Tuesday. "Afterward he be expanded to four lanes but "it
shook hands with everybody, still will take a long time"
Ellingtn said the road would
wearing the handcuffs — even the
be widened regardless of the route
girls in the office."
The gray - haired Kentuckian chosen for an interstate highway
was sentenced Aug. 6, 1954 from linking Nashville with St. Louis.
A member of the Illinois-KenButler County for breaking and
highway
entering in the theft of blank tucicy-Tennessee defense
checks valued at $2. When he was committee recently accused Ellingshifting its
freed Tuesday he had $68.24 in ton's administration of
of Interhis pockets — $65.56 of le earned stand on a proposed route
pay off a
during his six and a half years in state Highway 24 to
political debt.
the prison.
Ellington termed the charge
Cornett was indicted on charges
about nothing."
of breaking and entering, pleaded "much ado
The administration had originguilty and was sentenced to 1-5
ally endorsed a route west of the
years.
Tennessee River for 'the interstate
But the court record erroneoushighway, then proposed that the
ly• showed him sentenced to 1-15
route shift east to a poitn - 'near
years on charges of burglary and.
Clarksville, west of the Tenneslarceny.
see River.
The error was discovered by
The governor said work on one
Wendt while at work on routine
section of 41A will be up for bidpapers.
ding May 26 "providing we can
clear the rights of way."
"Regardless of whether the interstate highway goes west or
east," Ellington said, "the Clarksville highway (41A) will be made
The senior art exhibit of Mur- in four lanes."
•
ray State senior Frances Gordon
Court Move Endorsed
Howard of Benton, will open Sunday in the MSC art gallery and
Two Tennessee Congressmen,
will continue through April 29.
Tom Murray and Robert A. EverA reception is scheduled for the
ett, say they will support a resoopening day from 3-4 30 p m.
lution adopted by the Henry ('ounMrs Howard's exhibit will conty cow:, epoorsing the original
sist o‘ Is paintings, 20 pieces of
path of Interstate Highway 24
ceramics. 8 photographs. and • through
the edge of Henry County
few watercolors and seragraphs.
rather than the newly proposed
Last year, Mrs Howard the
path through Clarksville. Senator
daughter of Mr, and Mrs Elwood
Albert Gore's assistant indicated
Gordon of Benton. had a piece of
the Senator will maintain a "hands
ceramics accepted for the annual
off" attitude.
Kentucky-Indiana exhibition in LouHarold
County Court Clerk
isville.
Jackson received letters from Gore,
Murray and Everett Monday. after
advising them of the court's acFnirE DAY FORECAST
tion by telegram.
By unmssi Press Internat.onal
"I will do everything that I can
LOUISVILLE, Ky 'Ufa — The in behalf of the resolution of the
advanced weather forecast for the Henry County Quarterly Court refive-day period, Thursday through questing that the Illinois, KenMonday, prepared by the U. S. tucky. Tennessee Interstate HighWeather Bureau.
way. route 24, cross the lake at Ft.
Temperatures for the period Henry, Tenn. I hope the Tenneswill average near the Kentucky see Highway Department will supnormal of 56 degrees.
port the original route." Rep. Tom
Louisville normal extremes 67 Murray said.
and 45 degrees.
Rep. Everett said in his letter
Cool Thursday, warmer Friday that "I will be more than happy
and Saturday cooler Sunday and to assist in every way possible
Monday.
to keep this highway as close to
Rain tonight and during the our Congressional district as posweekend will total one to two sible."
inches.
William G. Allen administrative assistant to Senator Gore,
NOW YOU KNOW
'saute that the Senator is in Switzerland on a government mission,
The Bay of Fundy has the high- but that -he has responded to
est tide changes in the world those who have contacted him
rang!, s from 17 to
feet.
about this matter that he does not
feel justified in undertaking to
impose his view as a layman against whatever recommendation
may be made by the technical and
engineering staff of the Tennessee Highway Department. It has
been is suggestion that those interested in the matter present
their views to the Tcnnesse Highway Commissioner.

Senior Art Exhibit
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Murray High P-TA
To Meet Thursday
The Murray High School PTA
will have a general meeting op
Thursday night at the high school.
This will be one of the larger
meetings of the year according to
Bernard C. Harvey, PTA president.
The meeting will begin at 7.30
p. m. Both the elementary and
high school parents will meet together to hear Dr, Ralph Tesseneer speak on "Straight Thinking".
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Weather
Report

Tri Sigma Slave
Day Set Saturday

Weenie P
,
,..isiinerweelemel

WESTERN KENTUCKY
Windy and cool today with rain locally heavy and scattered thunderstorms, high in the mid 50s. ('loudy, windy and turning cooler with
showers ending tonight, low 35
to. 38. Thursday gradual clearing
al!.1 cooler, high in the upper 40w.
Temperatures at 5 a. m. (CST).:
Louisville 44, Lexington 43, Bowling Green 47, London 46, Paducah 48. Hopkinsville 48 and Coy.
ington 47.
Evansville, Ind., 47.
Huntington, W. Va., 47.
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NEW ALLOY DOES IT—A place of wire about the aim of a
pencil supporta a 43,000-pound freight car in this demonstration in Independence, 0. The wire Is • new, very high
strength alloy steel developed by Republic Steel and announced in the company's annual report

,

Sigma Sigma Sigma "Slave Day"
will he held on Saturday April 15
from 8.00 a. m. to 4.00 p. m. The
members of the sorority will house
clean. baby sit, wash cars, rake
leaves or do any other kind of
work around the house for the
price the resident wants to pay.
Those needing "slaves" on Slave
Day are asked to call the follow'
ing numbers before Saturday; PL
31565 between 8110'a in. and 9700
p m. On Saturday call PL 3-1445
•

John T. Ward. age 65, died
Tuesday at 1:45 p. m. at the Veteran's Hospital in Nashville. His
death was attributed to complicalions following an illness of two
months. Mr. Ward resided at 1626
Farmer Avenue.
Survivors are; his wife, Mrs.
Wille H. Ward; one daughter, Mrs.
Mack Catlett of Bowling Green:
one sister, Mrs. Thelma Brooks of
Dexter route one; and one brother, Bailey Ward of Knoxville,
Tennessee.
Mr. Ward .was a member of the
Hardin Baptist Church. a veteran
of world War I and a member of
American Legion Post 73. Funeral
services will be conducted Thursday at 3-00 p. m. at the First
Methodist Church. The rites will
be officiated by Rev. Hoyt Owen.
Rev. R. J. Burpoe, and Rev. Walter
E. Mischke Burial will be in MeGardens.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home which has
charge of the arrangements.

Highway And
Park Bonds
May Be Sold
FRANKFORT, Ky. el. — Good
buyer response to the $100 million Veterans' Bonus bond issue
may allow the commonwealth to
go ahead with the sale of $25 million to $35 million worth of highway and parks bonds voted last
NoNernbe_r within the next few
wet%.
Deputy Finance Commissioner
Donald Bradshaw said today the
state will obtain the agreement
of purchasers of the recent issue
of Veterans' Bonus bonds before
proceeding with the sale of the
park and highway bonds,
tie said state officials had promised prospective bonus bonds buy
ens last month that no new general obligation bonds would be issued by the state for at least 90
days to give them an opportunity
to re-sell the bonus bonds.
Voters last November approved
a $100 million bond issue, of which
RIO million is designated for highway work and $10 million for state
parks renovation and construction.
Revenues from the bond sale
sill finance park improvements
announced last November by Gov.
Bert T. Combs and used to match
federal grants for highway construction projects.
Bradshaw said he understands
that the bonus bonds have "moved
very well" and there is a prospect that the purchasers will agree
to another bond issue before the
90-day period expries. in view of
the good market lor the bonus
bonds.
All of the parks' portion of the
$100 million bond issue will be
sold in the first offerings in order
to permit the parks department
to take advantage of good construction weather this summer.
Commissioner
Finance
State
Robert F. Matthews Jr. will seek
agreement with the bond buyers
parks and highways issue when
he delivers the laorius bonds to
the purchasing syndicate — probably oft April 28
The delivery of the bonus bonds
and the receipt of the $99 million check from' the purchasers
will set in motion the machinery
for the %Tiling of the first Veterans' Bonus checks on that same
day.
State Treasurer Thelma L. Stovall personally will sign the first
bonus check when the word is
flashed from New York City that
the bond check has been received
by the Kentucky representatives.
The first batch of bonus checks,
which will be prepared and signed by the treasurer's check-writing machines, will be in the mail
on that date.

Austin School P-TA
To Hold Open House
The Parent -Teachers Association of the Austin School is sponsoring an open house tonight.
Serving as hostesses f o r the
event will be the home room mothers of each of the six grades.
All parents of students attending Austin School‘are invited to
visit between the hours of seven
and eight-thirty o'clock this evening.
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Shot
Man
Russia Claims
space Returned
Into

Move Expected
By American
Scientists

Second Day
Of Long
Trial Held

By HENRY SHAPIRO
MOSCOW (111 — A Soviet air
force major rode a space ship around the earth and returned today.
By HENRY FERGUSON
The feat signalled man's first
conquest of space, and a noted
JERUSALEM (1.1PD — A stonyTAX 33 YEARS LATE—Ralph
British scientist at once called it
faced and seemingly emotionless
(Bottles) Capone (above),
the "greatest scientific achieveAdolf Eichmann heard Israel's chief
59-year-old brother of the
ment in the history of man.
prosecutor brand him today as
late Al Capone, is nursing a
Eventually it may open the planfederal subpoena calling for
"the man who tried to exterminate
ets to exploration by men from
a May 22 appearance m Chithe Jewish people" and defend
earth.
cago to show whether he has
Israel's right to bring him to
An official announcement by the.
enough loot to erase a $217,judgement.
news agency said Maj. Yuri
Tass
716.75 income tax claim inGagarin, a 2'7-yearold father of
Attorney. Gen. Gideon Hausner
volving the years 1926-28.
two children, made the flight that
told the Jerusalem court in which
That was back when brothgave the Soviets victory over the
Eichmann is fighting for his life
er Al was "it" in the world
United States in the race to put
that Israel's action in trying him
of nefarious affairs.
a onan into space.
for the mass murder of Jews is
On alighting from the *lip at
both "moral and right."
3n undisclosed Soviet base, Tess
"I request that this court desaid, the first -cosmonaut" whose
cide its authority to sit in judglast name means "wild duck" said
ment for these crimes." he said.
he felt fine.
Peering owlishly through his
U. S. Months Away
heavy horn-rimmed glasses. EichThe United States, which hopes
t
mann sat in his glassed-in cage Dear Sir: ‘
to send its first man into space
throughout the day while hour aftI would like to take this op- apparently still is months away
er hour Hausner battered away
buying
for
you
thank
to
portunity
from its first space ship flight awith legal arguments designed to
prove the Israeli court's rigjgt to a hog at the recent Hog Show and round the earth. The plan is to
The
Murray.
in
here
held
Sale
have the first astronaut make a
hear the Eichmann case.
Hausner was trying to demolish' boys and girls appreciated your trip 115 miles up and 290 miles
cooperation.
over the Atlantic Ocean before
a move by Eichmann's German
In my estimation, this Show attempting an orbit of the globe.
defense counsel Robert Servanous
in
successful
very
was
Sale
and
American scientists expressed
Tuesday to get the Israeli court
to rule itself Incompetent to hear that we had better quality hogs little surprise that Russia had
in
cooperation
Your
usual.
than
won the race to put a man into
the case and have it handed over
this event shows your interest in space, the first step toward evento an international tribunal.
girls
and
boys
of
development
the
tual exploration of other planets.
When the court adjourned at
5-15 p. m. 10:15 a. in. (EST) today of Calloway county.
The Soviets also opened the space
you
thank
Again
for
coyour
age on Oct. 4. 1957 with the laununtil 9 a. m. 2 a. m. (EST) Friday,
operation.
ching of Sputnik I, but since then
Hausner had spoken for nearly
nine hours_ He told the court he
the United States has hurled 40
Sincerely,
satellites into orbit to 16 for Ruswould need another hour Friday
Glen Sims
sia.
to complete his arguments.
Associate County Agricl.
Soviet Premier N ikita KhrushObserve "Holocaust Day"
chev hailed the handsome GagarExtension Agent
The court is not sitting Thursin's "valiant feat" as "an examday because •it is "Holocaust Day",
ple of courage, gallantry, a nd
the day on which Israel commorheroism."
ates the slaughter of some 6 milMuscovites exploded with joy
lion Jews by the Nazis in ,,World
when the news was broadcast.
War II. It begins with two minuGots Wide Acclaim
tes of silence at 8 a. m. 1
m.
The Almo-Parent -Teachers As-The entire world admires your
(EST).
sociation will sponsor a grade deed, which vaiii be remembered
The ceremonies include the re basketball
tournament
the down the centuries ..." said
at
burial of ashes of Jewish concen- school Friday, April 14th, at 7:00 Khrushchev.
tration camp victims in Jerusalem p. m.
The exact time of Gargarin's
and a mass meeting at sunset to
Hot dogs, cold drinks, and home historic voyage above the earth
be attended by President Itzhak made pies will be kold. Doors will was not 'announced at once.
Ven-Zvi and his wife.
open at six o'clock'for anyone who
Official sources said his trip
Just before the court recessed, wants to eat before game time.
took an hour and 48 minutes.
presiding Judge Moshe Landau told
The announcement by T a Sc,
Servatius he would be required to
LEGION MEETING
which is the official Soviet news
reply briefly as soon as Hausner
agency, said it took him 89.1 minfinishes his marathon presentation
The Commander of American utes
zoom around the earth at
Friday morning. The gray-haired Legion Post 228 of Murray urges heights ranging from 109 to 187
German defense lawyer said he a!! veterans and unpaid members miles and that his course took
would do so and that his answer to attend a meeting at Douglass him over South Africa and South
would require only about half an High School Thursday • night at America in a five-ton space ship
hour.
7 00 o'clock
named Vostok cast that ass controlled from the ground.
Soviet scientists explaned that
the speed of the ship was too
great for it to be controlled by
mechanical devices and that actually Gagarin just went along for
the ride. ,
Played Vital Role
'1
I
But, the scientists pointed out,
•
in eventual interplanetary' flight,
.
1_
man will have to take a hand in
controlling the space ship. They
said spaceman Gagarin played a
vital_ role in today's voyage because only a man could draw conclusions from the many indications given by the space ship's
instruments. From his report space
experts will be able to make any
corrective adjustments in what has
been mainly theory. Scientists kept
in touch with him in flight through
radio and television.
Soon after he stepped from the
ship Gagarin said:
"I feel well. I have no injuries
I
or bruises."
as no indication that he
Thereise."
suffered from the radiation that
scientists have feared might prove
a barrier to exploration of space.
Got Some Training
Gagarin is a qualified flier and
SET FOR EICHMANN TRIAL — Dr. Robert Servatius. Cologne.
a reserve air force major. Before
the historic flight, he went throGermany, lawyer who has been retained a detains* counsel for
ugh much the same kind of proAdolf Eichmann by th• Israeli gav•rnmiont, leaves Beth Ha'am
gram that has been experienced
community center alter a conferenc• with his client. Servatius
by America's future astronauts who
Is expected to challenge the Jerusalem court's jurisdiction on
have been in training for their
grounds that Israel did not exist when Eichmann allegedly comflights for months.
mitted "crimes against humanity and th• Jewish people." The
His photograph was on Sovteetrial begins Today.
Continued on Page Six
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• Murray city schools were well represented when two
Uttttred and ninety-nine ticjegates from thirteen counties
.ct
eniteuday in radii, ah for the annual spring confer• iicnaucky ('on!.2tes, of Parent -Teacher Associa.,
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MURRAY LOAN CO.

OF NEUROTICS
IT DELOS SMITH
UPI Science Editor
NEW YORK
— The InternaUonai Bible of medical science,
"The-lallheet- decided to test the
theory that neurotics are victims
of bad habits rather than of unoinscious Contacts.
It was the most authoritative
mettical interest shown to date in
"learning theory- which to its
proponents is a„blueprint of why
Sigmund Freud was wrong in his
ideas of explaining neuroses.
"Learning theory" holds neurosis is not a thseW,e Out merely a
collection of symptoms imposed by
Me conditioned reflexes which the
Russian scientist Ivan P. Pavlov
was the first to study and describe.
Pavlov's "conditioned- dogs, whose
mouths watered at the sound of a
bell even though no food was in
sight, were examples of this theory.
bhouid "learning theory" turn
out LO be tact it would be a shattering blow to psychoanalysis and
undermine the Freudian terms
whicn almost every one tosses
around, such as "oedipus complex."
Controlled Trials
Medical scien,..c s interest was
important pecans, its practitioners do most of the doctoring of
people for their ills, whether of
oody or mind. Its mental branch,
psychiatry, is deeply permeated
with the Freudian ideas.
"The Lancet" was tar from suggesting that Freud was wrung,
that "learning theory- is correct
or that psychiatry may have to
change about. In tact, it said "learning theory" proponents have been
guilty of the very sin which they
attribute to psychoanalysts, the stn
ot being unscientific.
Let's all be scientific, it continued. Let's have controlled trials
in which the conditioning theapy
of "learning theory- is opposed to
the Freudian psychoanalytic techniques in the treatment of people
with the same kinds of neurotic
disorders.
As a method of healing the neurotically ill, conditioning therapy
is not proven, "but it already offers important working hypotheses for practical forms of treatment
in disorders Often resistant to
treatment, and these methods deserve to be tested,- it said.

AMITY, 1? 11161

101W. Blain fit.
Tolephogil PL S-411011
"YOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN 00."

SHOP
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REPAIRS

DUBLIN
AUTOS, INC.
406 Maple St.
PLaaa 8-266t

SEE THE ALL NEW

SUBMERSIBLE NEUTRALIZER
at the

Ellis Pump Pipe Company

EICHAIAN1#4 COURTHOUSE—This is the Beth Ra'arn, or courthouse. In Jerusalem where trial
of mass murderer Adolf Eictimium starts April IL Eiefunann was brought here April 3
and locked In • heavily-guarded celL Vast security preparations have been made.

&

130:1 Chestnut

PL 3-2864

••••••...
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Multiply your Savings this Spring
GET ASHLAND OIL'S

PLEASIN

/

Different Speeds

Sen. William Flialsley talka
to ,
- ###Plat Rork. r. in kis
bead.mart.ra.

John O. Tower gets congestidutery
from his
d..ux htert In ,6% ichlta Fails.

TTXAS WINNERS- Opponents In the rutoff election for U S.
- ...!ur in Te* as are Men_ W:tham BittAley, C. the Demo,
waa ante to Vice President Lyndon Johnsen',
p.st, and John
'TOWer. 5, univere.ty profesecr of Wichita
Fans. Tower r:led tip a big Retriblican rote.

Neurotics, according to the
-learning theory- have acquired
sets of harmful conditioned reflexes daring the normal processes of
learning which begin with birth,
and these reflexes are like bad
nabits.
"The Lancet- credited Prof. H.
J. Eysenck, a leading proponent
of 'learning theory' with explaining how more oad conditioned reLexes could be acquired by some
people than by other people.
-People, Sysenck suggests, devi lop conditioned responses at different" speeds and with different
levee= of tenacity, according to
their personality,- it said. "Ail
neurotic symptoms are either surp,us conditioned reactions or deficient c‘oriitioned reactions.
"He accepts the anaytic theory
that underlying anxiety is crue.ai,
and that motor symptom/1 asich as
tics arise necause of their drivereducing properties. If tne syinptoms are removed and this must
of course include tne anxiety, the
neurosis is cured and eymptbm
substitution is -not expected to
occur.'

'TIME TO I
IIBB
S
AHOWY
.v.r staged Pe' a
":ay Grant
• s
*i •
NT

VARSITY: ' Elephant Walk.- feat.
101 mins. starts at 1:13, 3:10, 5:07,
7:04 and 9:01.
MURRAY DRIVE-IN: "North Fly
Nortx.sest-, 136 mins, starts at
7:13 and 10:00.

iy Drive-In.

.*Sia

E VICE
PE 1111111
sesiv-acinurneogegMlialeseesmirs
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GET
MONEY SAVING

Main'
Season
Services

hose, clamps
Inspect radiator
radiator
Drain, flush
Inhibitor
Add rust
terminals, cables
Check battery,
pipe
Inspect muffler, tail
Catawrs
locks,
Lubricate hinges,
Check brake fluid

All-Climate
Change to Valvoline
,
Check oil filter
fluid
system
Check power
lubrication
Complete chassis
Service air cleaner
transmission, differential
Check
belt
Inspect, adjust fan
Inspect tires
pressure cap
Inspect radiator

Ashland Oil Dealer's
Neighbor
Good
at your
maismaninainorrAaw

kall.6110111111.4Mer'-'4-*Ver.:WASIIr*--.
rt./

PLEASIN' SEASON BONUS
here's how you can get this $2.50 double-duty

A *100
*FlOairgity•

_,•4"

Just come in and ask ahout "Pleasin' Season" Service and
we'll give you a yEII,tIo coupon free. With this coupon and
$1-00 you can flit a versatile blue and white corn t),nation
Tote Bag and Float, handy for carrying everything from swim
suits to ice arc, beverages. It also converts to an airpillow
or swimming float. Get your "Tote Float" coupon now.
...
at your nearby Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer's. fiurryl
Offer expires May 31, 1961.

.
1

ammo

eerier
Doefrir
PEDaS A POINT FOR SPACE—J°e
where
War;h.,
fteattie,
. ea in a sealed tank In
,a"-g- nerated oxygen *for 20% houre,•an rvent
Lale J am aviciczca that man can exist In,spar",

HIS IAT1Cia—linr()14
Ptinitn4ms kinks remorseful in
Vista-1y after admitting to
Rondlne, 0,, pollen that he
boat his 77-year-cad father
to death because the aged
roan laughed at him. Police
foqnd the body stuffed In a
Luna In the brusernprit of the
Simmons home.
-

web-

4,44%.

ASHLAND OIL. & REFINING COMPANY,ASHLAND. Kr1Wr1ir"f4
ffies On TV-- Tombstone Territory," Wednesday, 9:30-10:00 P.M., i!.P8D-TV,

Cl

4 40
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Angels Enjoy Tie But

Pittsburgh's Pirates Still Look Like 1960
champion With Late Blow And Tfinly Face

SpOP

TARC.
661

[41ZER

mpany
-2864

)1/4

By NORMAN MILLER
power - rich, pitching -poor ballPreo• International
club.
The champion Pittsburgh Pirates
There were other surprises, to8,
have that old late - inning as both league
races got underway
ightning, but it wasn't any more Tuesday:
.evastating than that opening bolt
Spahn Loses Opener
by the Los Angeles Angels.
—Warren Spahn of the MilwauIt was like 1960 all over again kee Braves lost a home or a season
when Bill Virdon hit a three-run opener for the first time in seven
homer in the ninth inning Tues- tries when Daryl Spencer hit a
dal
the Pirates a come- 10th-inning home run that gave
from-behind 8-7 victory over the the St. Louis Cardinals a 2-1
San Francisco Giants. And who triumph.
—The New York Yankees made
received credit for the pitching
a dismal home debut under new
victory? Elroy Face, of course.
Manager Ralph Houk. Pedro RaThe most explosive home run mos held them to three hits in
display of the first full day of the pitching the Minnesota Twins to
1961 season was supplied by the a 6-0 victory in their first game
Angels, however, in their initial 'in Minneapolis-St. Paul uniforms.
major league game. Ted Kius—And something must have
gone wrong with "head coach"
Vedie Himsl's IBM machine as his
Chicago Cubs were bopped by the
Cincinnati Reds, 7-1.

Axed Khiasawald
Make
zewski hit a pair of hawsers and
Bob Cerv one in a 7-2 victory over
the Baltimore Orioles. Even more
surprising than that Los Angeles
power as the classy 6-hit pitching job by Eli Grba, the Yankee
castoff. The Angels are tabbed a

On the more - to -be - expected
side: The Los Angeles Dodgers
beat the Philadelphia Phils, 6-2,
in the only night game played
before a crowd of 50,665; the
Kansas City Athletics took advantage of four errors to beat the
Boston Red Sox, 5-2; and the
Cleveland Indians defeated the
Detroit Tigers, 9-5.
Famous Comeback Again
Pittsburgh's ninth-inning explosion was reminiscent of the many
rallies the Bucs pulled in winning
the pennant last year. The Giants
opened a 6-3 lead in the fifth on
back-to-back homers by Willie
McCovey a n d Orlando Cepeda
and and still lead 7-5 going into
the ninth.

pinch-hitter Dick Stuart walked
with two out. Lefty Mike McCormick was summoned to get the
final out, but instead Virdon hit
his first pitch over the right field
fence for a three-run homer.
Face, who gave up an unearned
run during his two-inning stint,
received credit for the victory although Clem Labine retired the
Giants in the ninth.
In the Braves - Cards game,
Spahn led Ernie Broglio, 1-0 after
seven innings on a homer by Eddie Mathews. A triple by Hal
Smith in the eighth, followed by
Bob Nieman's pinch single tied
the score for St. Louis and Spencer's homer foiled Spahn's bid for

1-rree ticket
6-Bridge terns
11-Periud of
time
IS-Singing yob@
1 7umfort
le-Bulgarian
unit of
currency
11-Armed
conflict
16-Collection
of t•nte
17-Walking
stick
11-Threebanded
armadillo
110-1-an1ed
estate/
21-Furtulows
33-Cheeee disk
14-Lawful
Fuel
Se-compaso
point
11-Gray
111-whip

tu.itiab earl
Si-Outfit

11- Beloved one
33-Master
strok•
114-Man •
nickname
311-Clotw
securely
111-C,,nfectio•
37-Chemical
compound
?4-1tabbit
• Scoff
41 40Offsprtni
43-Urdinance
0-Land

4-conjunctlosi
6-Soorchee
6-Tibetao

tr.V.
3-Pronoun
5-African
&stilton*
10-1tejecte4
it-Declare
16-Hail
17-.1=ei
2,110-Protective
ditch
II-Small ably
21-1lome
Si-Fright
25-Toll
I.
27- Weird
0-Ursine
animal
MI-Pertaining
to animals
with 1005
bodies

0 Mournful
41 S0.1
45-Exist
44 Benign
tumor
44 Iteholdl
47 Pronoun
10

3

12

11

14
17

13

TV%

16 19

16

23

17

'‘ao

25

25

3

31
35

111111/11.•tire

I-Animate
foot
11.,4 •tate
(ebb,
11.1Arect

• atipai4
1111-PladMili
36-Precipitous
116-Container
36- Withered

4

46- Hai*
47- Lease
43-Profound
45-Night bird
•
Mt-Paradise
DOWN

133-Antlerwit

The trackmen are off to another
assault on the school record book.
Already, three records have fallen
and several more are in danger.
Latest to go was the record in the
440 yard dash, in which Ray Wil-

Lindy McDaniel
Cards

Himare Debut
Jim O'Toole's 4-hit pitching and
home runs by Frank Robinson and
Wally Post helped the Reds to
their victory and ruined Himsl's
debut as boss in Cubs owner Phil
Wrigley's rotating managerial
scheme.
In the AL Ramos hit a two-run
single to help his own cause against the Yankees. Bob Allison and
Reno Bertoia hit Minnesota homers. Whitey Ford was the loser
in the Yankees' first home-opening defeat since 1954.
Cleveland jumped on Jim Bunning for six runs in the second
inning and Jim Perry pitched a
7-hit victory over Detroit. Jim
Piersall and Vic Power each made
4 hits and Bubba Phillips contributed a homer to the Indians' 18hit attack. Rookie Jake Wood hit
a 2-run Detroit homer.
Spoil

April 11, 1 96 1

'Tcam

W

r.

G

Chicago
1 0 1.000
Minnesota
1 0 1.000
Los Angeles
1 0 1.000
Cleveland
1 0 1.000,
Kansas City
1 0 1.000
New York
0 1 .000
Boston
0 1 .000
Baltimore
0 1 .000
Detroit
0 1 .000
0 1 .000
Washiwiton
Tuesday's Results
Minnesota 6 New York 0
Loa Angeles 7 Baltimore 2

Only one of Kansas City's five
runs against Boston was earned.
Ray Herbert drove in two tallies
with a double and received credit
for the A's victory although he
pitched only six innings.

sa
2

4

44

47

43
0

jpists. ky
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(:61 BALL AND 1
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41
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Kluszewski drove in five runs
with his two hopers as the Angels
knocked oti t Baltimore starter
Milt Pappas in the second inning.
Grba struck out five batters, all
in the last six. innings.
This may be the only time this
season the Angels are tied for first
place, but they're sure enjoying it.

DON'T WOW MOUT 11...WE ONLY
HAVE 546NAL6 FOOL THE OTHER
TEAM Kb1411•3146 11011 CAN NM
531E14,46219CES AgRAIEHT BALL!

Elizabeth

Taylor
Andrews in the

Mars
with Dana
tech n motor hit "Eelephant Walk,"
which playa today and Thurs. at
the Motility Theatre.

IT'S ALWAYS NICE TO WORK
j
WIN A CATCHER WHO HA6
REAL cowceic.E IN KV!

4
1
4
#
_

Others who received praise from
Reagan were Fritz, who had several fine defensive plays at shortstop, and catcher Bob Hines, who
Reagan said called an outstanding
game for Schwier.
Reagan said he expected three
tough games this weekend. Southwestern is 10-0 for the season and
Arkansas State 8-1.
Johnny Reagan

_Bill

Furgerson

The highs, also was praised
Furgerson.

has been veteran Lynn Bridwell,
who has two of the victories and
has giyen up only two hits and
no runs in 10 innings.
However, a freshman, Hank
Schwier, indicated that he might
become one of the staff's aces as
he turned in a sparkling one-hitter in a 7-inning, 1-0 victory over
St. Louis.
Coach Johnny Reagan reported
that he had been disappointed in
his team's hitting which at this
point is only .209, but well pleased
with the pitching. He said, however, he expected the hitting to
by show improvement when the wea-

Murray has never beaten Vanderbilt in track, and the Commodores are expected to be one of
the toughest opponents on the
235 schedule again this year. How251 ever, the Racers, who have been
341 scoring a little higher each year
against them, should make their
431
451 r best showing ever Saturday.

Caldwell Used Cars
725
Tidwell Paint Store
705
Bilbrey's
615
N. H. C A.
525
Tappanetts '
505
Lake Stop Grocery
47 49
Crawford'
,Grocery
425 535
Lassiter Auto Sales
405 551
Morgan's Boat Dock
19 57
Bank of Murray
36 60
McKinney Marine Service 355 605
People's Bank
28 68
High Team Single Game
Tidwell Paint Store
'776
Caldwell Used Cars
762
Bank of Murray
750
itiah Team Three Games
Tidwell Paint Store
2223
Caldwell Used Cars
2212
Bank of Murray
2115
Minh Ind. Single Game
Margaret Tidwell
202
Murrelle Walker
188
Judy Parker
185
High Ind. Three Games

Lovely

had beaten Larnbuth College twice ther permits more outside workand Purdue. Two games with outs.
Kansas State were cancelled beLeading hitters thus far are
cause of wet grounds.
Dale Alexander with a .417 average, Sonny Ward with a .364,
The Racers have featured some Gordon Fritz
with a .335. and Pat
fine pitching in their games thus
Boyer and Tommy McClure at
far, and the earned -run average
.333.
for the entire pitching staff is
only 0.932. Top pitcher thus far
Alexander had a great day
against St. Louis, getting 4 hits in
6 at bats and driving in 5 runs.
lie drove in the winning runs in
both _games,'

Hurdler Chuck Asmus, who
won the lows and was third in

owlingl

AMERICAN LEAGUE

son, pole vaulter, Joe Voyles, and
the mile relay team.
Dawson, who holds the 880 record at 1:57.0 had a 1:58.9 against
Middle. Freshmen John Tweeche
and Jeff Fulls, who finished„second and third, respectively, had
times of 1:59.2 and 2:00.0.

Voyles who has had trouble
rounding into shape after missing
last season, vaulted 13' only four
inches off his record in the pole
Other record-breaking perfor- vault. The mile relay team with
mances have been turned in by a 3:38.0 came within 2 seconds
of the record.
Dick Masters in the high jump
Coach Bill Furgerson reported
(6:41
/
4") and Gilbert Hamilton in
that he was well satisfied with
the shot (47•105").
most of his team's performances
Others who have approached re- and quite pleased with his halfcords are half-miler Russ Daw- milers, quartermen, and the 440
relay team which had a :43.7 for
the distance.

Cleveland 9 Detroit 5
Kansas City 5 Boston 2
Only games scheduled.
Cincinnati
1 0 1.000
Today's Games
St. Louis
1 0 1.000
Chicago at Washington. night
Pittsburgh
1 0 1.000
Los
Angeles
at Baltimore. night
Los Angeles
1 0 1.000
Only games scheduled.
Philadelphia
0 1 .000 I
Thursday's Games
San Francisco
0 1 .000 1
Chicago 0 1 .000 1 Kansas City at Boston
Minnesota
at New York
Milwaukee
0 1 .000 1
Chicago at Washington
Tuesday's Results
Cleveland
at Detroit
Cincinnati 7 Chicago 1
Only games scheduled.
St. Louis 2 Milwaukee I, 10 inns.
Pittsburgh 8 San Francisco 7
Los Angeles 6 Phila. 2, night
Today's Games
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
Philadelphia at Los Angeles, night
Only games scheduled.
Thursday's Games
Chicago at Cincinnati
St. Louis at Milwaukee
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
MAGIC•TRI LEAGUE
Phila. at Los Angeles, night

•

7

son ran a :50.2, breaking his old
mark of :50.3. Murray's two other
quarter men. Dennis Barden and
Tommy Cheaney also appear capable of running the distance equally as fast. Barden matched the
old record as he was edged by
Wilson, and Cheaney turned in a
:51 flat. In the Memphis Relays,
C'heaney ran two 440's as a member of relay teams in :50.2 and
:50.4.

MAJOR LEAGUE SCOREBOARD

his 289th victory. Lindy McDaniel
was the Cards' winner in relief.
Ron Fairley's pinch two - run
double off Robin Roberts climaxed a three-run seventh-inning rally that gave the Dodgers their
victory over the Phils. Wally Moon
Then Dick Schofield hit a pinch hornered for Los Angeles and John
double off reliever Stu Miller and Calliach hit a two-run homer for
the Philadelphia runs. Don Drysdale was the winning pitcher with
Answer I. yesterday'. Puzzli
relief from Larry Sherry in the
last two innings.

MMVMM WOMRB
740MOOM MOUBOB
74M MGM
MOU3
UBB BOTOM MRC
:41UM MOMM3 MX
WOMIM 31-4043BN
MMMM XXWN
MOONMMIN OMMOU
MC WQMOR MOW
MVO OMX2M VO3
OBUQ
MOW B3
=MONA 3MMOM3
MX0M3 MOM

Murray State College's track
and baseball teams, off to flying
starts, are both slated for action
later this week after a lay-off for
spring vacation.
The baseball team, undefeated
in its first five games, will play
Southwestern of Memphis Thursday and Friday and Arkansas
State Saturday. All three games
are on the road. The trackrnen
who opened their OVC season last
week by pasting Middle Tennessee
94 2/3-41 1/3, will meet Vanderbilt in Nashville Saturday.

by I niird Prey. Inter...Gann!
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Team
W I.
P.1 G

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Murray State Track and Baseball
Slated For Action This Week

Judy Parker
518
Murrelle Walker
494
Verona Grogan
484
Top Ten—Ind. Average
Mildred Hodge
167
Morrelle Walker
154
Judy Parker
153
Shirley Wade
149
Facie Caldwell
149
Fairs Alexander
146
Nita Graham
144
Katherine Lax
143
Jo Williams
143
Jenny Humphreys
142
Anna Hine
142
BLINDNESS IN ALASKA
rorneal scarring produced by
Keratnennitinctivitis
Phlertenular
was the cause of blindness in 41'7
of the 6.000 blind children and
adults surveyed in the native villages of the Bethel region of
Alaska a report from the American Foundation for the Blind
notes.

1 4" BIRCH WALL PANELING
FOR /
or
ALL YOUR PLYWOOD NEEDS

BUY'S BLDG. SUPPL1S

In their last effort, the baseball
Thoroughbreds swept a doubleheader from St. Louis University
9-8 and 1-0 to bring their season
record to 5-0. Previously they

Concord Road

PL 3-5712

WE HAVE IT!

MONARCH

PORTABLE BY

REM INGTON
Gives You 12 EXTRA FEATURES
never before assembled on any portable under '1001

OUR
PRICE
ONLY

1. SINGLE KEY SETS COLUMNS
& INDENTS!
2, 2-COLOR RI8E1011 &
STENCIL
CONTROL'
3. ERASURE TABLE ON CYLINDER!

4. REMOVABLE TOP COVER!
B. CALIBRATED SCALE ON
PAPE&
BAIL!
O. CALIBRATED PAPER
TABLE!
7. CARD WRITING
LINE SCALE!
8. ADJUSTABLE PAPER EDGE
GUIDE!
9. VARIABLE LINE
SPACER!
10. CARRIAGE CENTERING.
LOCK,
11. TOUCH REGULATOR'
12. LIGHTER. WEIGHT!

$8995

see Greene Wilson
at Ledger & Times
Office Supply Department
Dial PLaza 3-1916

CORN - AUSTIN IS EXCLUSIVE HEADQUARTERS
for

Mc GREGOR SPORTS WEAR
* BOY'S *

MEN'S *
SPORT SHIRTS
BERMUDA SHORTS

JACKETS
SWIM WEAR

1: SPORT SHIRTS
BERMUDA SHORTS

!NIT SHIRTS
SWIM WEAR

0",•
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0.,. Departnaeltt
Hears Program By
The Kindergarten
The Slatra Deealiment f she
Murray Worwin's Llub held Its
regmar meetir.g,al trie cent) hoube
on Munaeo ee ening N1131 NW tWO
5e5550fl5 oi the fti.illogarteta presenung the program
Mrs. Loorune roart and Mrs.
Eugene iti.r.s..+4:11, morning and atter it.1....11 hanuergarten instructor*,
clire.v.441 the einairen in littie
pia), a.urtea 41111 banging.

WEDNESDAY — APRIL 12, 19614

Women's Societies
Of Three Churches
'Meet At Parsonage
The Wcensm's Societies a ChristService, of the Bethel. Brooks
Chapel, and Independence Methodist churches met Monday night,
,April .3ret, at thaspareenasse Azs
Almo.

Buxton-Key Engagement

S

ocial

Calrendae

Miss Nancy Carol Owen Becomes Bride Of Bethany Class Has
Meeting In Homo
Thomas Dunn Hutchens In Metropolis
Mrs. H. C. Chiles

ian

The home of Mn, H. C. Chiles
was ttie scene of the meeting of
the Bethany Sunday School Class
ef the First BasaiLst Church 11W
on Monday at 700 p.m.

There were eighteen members
and one visitor present for the
meeting. The visitor was Mrs.
Phyllis Perkins.

Mrs, G. T. Moody was the devotional speaker who was introduced by Mrs. Jessie Roberts,
Program chairman. Mrs. 0. C.
Wells presided at the meeting.
Mrs. Vester Orr led the closing
prayer.

Wednesday, April 12
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Mrs. Robert JoUes
Hostess For .1Ieet
Of Euzelian Class
M. Robii..-rt Jared opened her
Ussibe on North 12th Street fur the I
ales oiug of the Euzelaus Sunday I
Sea s.. L.:ass cif the First Baptist
enamel held on Monday et 7:30
pin
i he devotional speaker fur the
.evening was Mrs. George Upwho gave an insiering talk
en Psalms 23. Mrs. Booedt Vaughn.
pi-es:nen et-seaman, Introduced the
speaker.
Miss Lorene Swann, president,
pret4ciod
rpettin,g.
Ha_
lerd Parker led :he operung
er. Mee Onzue Skinner 1.3 teasner
of •he
‘"1
Reire
'
nlnenis `Acre set.
the see mitsen perearis preseet bs
Mrs. Cheep Steelte's grouP
pesed of Mesdames Janes. J.::
Massey, Biddle McDaniel, Ps'sae
Casne). Myrtle Well, and is s
Wegaler., and Mssees Mar.r.a
aria Liza Spann.
HtLEN KELLER
COUNSELS
Helen Keller, now over BO years
of
r stall serves acutely as
Caanselor to :he .4.-r.ersma .Fuenor. for the Blind. 15 Wes:
\ew York City.
:rArl

After the opening prayer, by
Mrs. Layne Shanklin, a brief but
interesting program entitled "The
Dilemma ot the Young American
Mother", was presented, with Mrs.
Woodrow Collins, Mrs. William A.
Jones and Mrs. Phyllis Perkins
presenting the topics.
Following the program, the president Mrs. Ralph Evans, conducted the business meeting. The society elected fourteen new officers
The Arts and Crafts Club will tor the conung year. They are
meet in the home of Mrs. Mac Mestianse: Ralph Evans, T. P.
Thomas Tarry, 104 North 12th, at Jones, J. H. Perkins, Richard
2:30 p.m. with Mrs. Melus Linn as Schneider, William A. Junta,
Ruben Rowland; Ruby Neal, Ed
hostess.
• • • •
Maddox, Leon Durseae, Boyd &tele, Budl Hopkins, Pokie Tyler,
Thursday, April 13th
The Winsom Class of the Me-. soy Jones and Lee Bell.
Flowers wort sent to Mrs. Wes
mortal Baptist Church will meet
in the home of Mrs. T. A .Thacker Junes and Mn. Claud Collins, who
at seven o'clock in the evening.
have been ill.
After the closing prayer, which
The Golden Circle Sunday
School Class of the First Baptist was given by Mrs. T. P. Jones, a
Church will meet at the home of bake sale was held, with all proMn. Bill Wyatt, 1103 Elm, at 730 ceucts going to the family of Dolphus Wilson, whose house and
p.m.
belsingiogs were recently destroyThe South Murray Homemakers ed by fire.
Mrs: Shankliq was hostess for
Club will meet in the home of
Mrs. Ann T. Cavitt at one-thirty the fellowship hour, oe which time
o'clock in the afternoon.
delightful refreshments were serv• • • • •
ed.
Group IV of the Christian WoThe next monthly meeting is
men's Fellowship of the First scheduled for May 1st, at the
Christian Church will meet with parsonage.
MISS KAROLYNN JOY BUXTON
Mrs. John Quertermous at 9:30
of Lansing, Michigan announce a.m.
A.
Mr. and Mrs.
House with the Murray Auxiliary
the imgageinent and approaching marriage .4tned daughter, Karolann
Unit as hustess. Registration will
start at 12 noon and luncheon at
Jesi. to many Dan Key of Detroit, Michigan. Mr. Key is the sect sof
raildey. April 1111%
airs. 1. A.'Key and tne late Sir. T. A. Key, and is the grariuson of
The North Murray Homemakers 1 p.m.
Mrs. Butte Cathey of Murray end Mr. L. M. aRipton ul tannin/nun, Club will meet at the home of Mrs.
.
Charlie Crawfnert at 1:30 p.m.
Monday, April 17
ft,,Ane I.
The Foundatienal Sunday School
Mee Buxton is a Sesnur at the Grace Hospital Sohool of Nursing,
Clast will meet at the home of
Saturday. April 15th
adiclugen. Mr. Key Is a Senior a: Wayne State eniverady,
The Captain Wendell (Jury chap- Mrs. Jelin N. Purdom at 7:30
Acuramitratiun.
Businsaa
majoring
in
and
is
ales in Detruit,
ter of the DAR will meet at the pan.
A June wedding is planned.
hnme of Mrs. W. P. Roberts with
The Friendship Sunday School
Mrs. Charles C. Wilson as cotiostess
Class of the First Baptist Church.
at 2 30 p m.
-BLIND SPOTS"
Mrs. E. C. Jones, teacher, will
have its Mother-Daughter BanSunday. April 16
%1 Robert Bernett, Executive Di- 41,
Mr. and Mrs. Don Binden of
The 42nd annual spring con- quet at the Woman's Club House
rector oi the American Founass
Auburn, Alabama, announce the ference of the First District Amer- at 6730 p.m. Reservations should
non for the Blind, who lost his
birth of a baby boy, Scutt Fred- ican Legion Auxiliary will be held i be made with your group captains
own sigh: at the age of 15 says
rick, weighing eight pounds and 15 at the Murray Woman's Club by late Saturday.
there are stall too many bland
ounces.
spots in serving bland people. -AcMrs. Buxton is the former mit'
tivity offered blind citizens is still
Fredda Snoernaker. Mrs. Sadie
°Den of the type %shah farther
Stenmeker of Murray is a materdelates them into a world of thew
nal grandparent. Paternal grandThe Lima of help :hey want
par -s are Mrs. Derthy auxten of
a that which will drew them more
and Mr. Dwane Buxton of
closely unto the nrurnal duly life Murra)
Mansfield, Ohio.
of their communities."
The Wesleyan Circle of the Pint
Methodist Church will meet in
the home of Mrs. Ace McReYnolds, 205 North Tenth, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening.
• • • • •
The Wesleyan Circle of the First
Methodist Church will meet at 7:30
at the home of Mrs. Ace McReynolds 205 North 10th.
• • • • •

suictun

PERSONALS

1

A dessert course was served by
the hosteeses who were Mans
Lectra /Andrus, Mrs. Chiles, MIN.
Luther Downs, Mrs. Kelley Outland, and Mrs. R. L. Bowden.
• • • • •

Presbyterian Meet
Held At Church
Mrs. Lucien Young and Mrs.
Mary Brown were hostesses for
the meeting of the Woman's A&
sociation of the College Presb7terian Church held at the church
on Monday at 8:00 p.m.
"Heritage and Horizons In Hoene
Missions" was the theme of the
program presented by Miss Retina Senter. The devotional from
the book, "Imitation of Christ" by
Thomas A. Kempis, was presented
by Mrs. Edwin Larson.

.1Irs. If ayne Darnell
Program Leader For
Temple Ifill WSCS
The Wonsan's Society of Christian Service of the Temple Hill
Methodist Church met Wednesday. April 5, at 7:30 pm. at the
church.
Mrs. Wayne Darnell w as in
charge of the program. Others
taking part were Mrs. Wilburn
Herndon Mrs. James Lee Darnell,
Mrs. Carl Crisp, and Mrs. Kenton
Woods)).
The Scripture reading was by
Mrs. Jim Burkeen.- Mrs. &tin
J rues is puha:Sty thairman.
The president, Mrs. John Grogan, presided at die meeting. Plans
were announced for each member to bring a rose bush ..ur shrub
to be set out airs the church
grouncLs on Saturday, April 15,
at 2 p.m.
The next regular meeting will
be held on Wednesiday. May 3,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Church.

Mr. and Mrs. Herman Marshall
.1 St. Louis are visiting his sisters,
Mrs. Olee Warkrnan and family,
rhe Amer.can Foundation for Mrs. Rams Crouse and family,
Blind. 15 %Vest lath Street, and A. J. Marshall of Murray end
York ('itv. granted a total of Aber relatives in the county.
scholarships and tette/shift 'They iosio attended church at
-t
Mirth Pleasant G r o v e Sunda)
morning.

--Start
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5.45

— TONITE k THURSDAY
Allred Hitchcock's

EMI(NORTH*
mtnvittouni

DON'T SA6/1/ C/GARITTE
BANDS
Don': save cellophane bands
from c.garette packs, the American Foundation f ir the Bli r d
earns. The rumor that such collections will help a blind person
eet a guide dog is a hoax. Any
Mind person a ho needs a dog can
get legitimate help from reputable amide dog agencies

COMINS SUNDAY
Nominated For
5 Academy Awards

itEIE ME
Tner're foe people. fervent
peOple %el bare a tremen.
erge to keep breatbles

iñziuw
Mi7II/OF

THE
Si/NOM/AN

KENNEDY DIEF—N
at the White House la 36year-old Rene Version, hired
away from the Carlyle Hotel
In New York. where Proddent Kennedy puts up.

PROFESSIONAL STATUS
America s facilities for special
Professional ira.ning in the been
of education arid rehabilitation of
the visually handicapped are growing each year. Information about
coil,-.it's ant Jniversities offering
s,.cit training may be obtained
from the American Foundation for
the Blind. 15 West 16th Street,
New York City.

Refreshments were served
the hostesses.

by

AS YOU LIKE 'EMI

Why spend hours of
drudgery ironing shirts
when we can do the ,job
for you—a perfect job
evens-tine, guaranteed to
please the fussiest
husband.

Check there footuries:

'GU101 DOW HOAX
CItOPS UP AGAIN
Every year, hundreds of good
hearted people are sictunized bs
an Old hoax that saving red bin.
from cigarette rocks wilt help blinc
people get Amide dog! The Amer
inn Foundation for the Blind r,
ports there never has been a:
truth to this hoax and that al,
blind person who can't affort
;dog is ii,otimatt.1) helped to oh
one.

!NMI

Mrs. Jack Mote, presides,
presided. Arrangements were
made for the members to attend
the Presbyterial meeting in
Frankfort later this month.

NEWSMEN BROADCAST
FOR BLIND
Ben Grauer of NBC and William
L. Schirer, two noted newsmen,
are serving as interviewers asking
questions the public wants answered regarding blindness on the radio series "Ilan With a Question"
produced by Gresor Ziemer of the
American Foundation fur the
-GARRY h4OORE BROADCASTS
FOR BLIND
Garry Moore a ill soon be heard
in a new guise, as interviewer,
when he appears on radio stations threughout the country as
the -Man With a Question.' pro
luced by the American Founda
non for, the Blind.

GRANTS SCCICILARSHIPS

Opt n

Mrs. Thomps Dunn Hutchens
Mr. and :dia. Adron Owen of
Kuttawa announce the marriage
of their daughter, Nancy Carol,
to Thomas Dunn Hutchens, sun
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens
of Murray,
The wedding was solemnized on
Saturday, March 25, at Metropolis,
Ill. The Rev. Art,hur E. Farmer
performed the double ring ceremoney in the First Baptist Church.
Miss Sandra Hayden of Kuttawa
served as maid of honor and
Lloyd Payton, Louisvitle, served
as best main.
The bride chose for her wedding
an off white suit with blue accessories. Her corsage was of
white camaleas tied with blue
ribbon. Black patent shoes and
purse completed the outfit.
Mr. and Mn. Hutchens are
seniors at Murray State College
and are residing at 1405 Main
Street until their graduation in
June.

•/

nrot I banning'.
"Show GirL"

ail Wrinkle free cense ,
shaped to ht.
hesstne Si' hreiten Settee
replaced.
1/ Starching is erectedberry. light, or sone
stall.
.%/ Seale handling to preserve the fabric.
i/ Prete:slivery finished
eves.
1/ Careful pwtagineI.
preserve appearance.

Elisabeth Seal.
'Irma X* Donee.

Don't spend

another
minute slaving over the
Ironing board. Call us
Rowl

Yglincy WiTher.
"lelleu Aug,16."

Chita Rhsseas
•13ya Bye Birdie."

Weary Isosanitlt.
°Do lie Mi."

BOONE'S

Tammy Chimes.
doTtio Unsinkable)

• way Bivnn.

Holly._
WHOIL GET THE TOWS—Nominees for Tony Awards, the theater's Counterpart of
nreod a Onars, include these seven actresses. aLsses Andrews, Charming, Seal and Walker
Star" category, the other three as "AoLreee--. •
ere alesotoeue In the "Actmeas—Idusical
Supporting." TIN Tony ceremonies come off April 18.

TAYLOR INOREWS FINCH
TECHNICOLOR'
AsP

LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
1 HOUR SERVICE

_

STA1DARD or COMPACT

NEW or USED

*

CAR or TRUCK

e:yA. GREAT DEAL DODGE
With

..0

4

196t4

kPruL

Class Has
In Home
C. Chiles
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s, Mrs. Chiles, MIW.
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BUSINESS
DIRECTORY'
ADDING MACHINES
AND TYPEWRITERS
Sales & Service

NOTICE

SWIVEL BEDROOM CHAIRS,
special $19.95. Reclining chairs,
only 534.95 up. Larraway FurniMEM; CLOTHING
ture, 103 N. era doreet. alone PL
al3c
Graham -Jackson ... PL 3-3234 a- lain.

MONUMENTS-MURRAY Marble
and Granite Works, builders of
fine memorials for over half century. Porter White, Manager. Ph.
j14e
PL 3-2512.

OFFICE SUPPLIES

NEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK
on soute letla sUeet ex- GAMBLES OFFERS FREE radio
PL 3-1918 'muse
Ledger dr Times
wooed uy owner. Living room and TV tube testing service. Try it
111 nuinueany. Utility free at Gamble's next to Jeffrey's.
TOOL RENTAL
al4e
ci
room. redone PL a-3032.
TORS
DISTRIBU
OIL
3-5617
PL
Bilbrey's
tsAbY Bleu. ALMOST NEW WITH
Mowers and Rote Tillers
PL 3-1323 Inner spring mattress. Call PLaza
Ky. Lake Oil Co. .
tine
readeti alter 0.4/0 pm.
Jobeers Shell Oil Products
LIVING
PIECE
& FOUR
DRUG STORES
PAINT STORES
room secuonals, and solid maple
PL 3-2547
Scott Drugs ..
PL 3-3080 bedroom suites. Larraway Furrulidwell Paint Store
dire, 103 N. 3rd. PL 3-150'2. &lac
PL 3-1916

Ledger & Times
--0

%FURNITURE STORES
Morgan's Furn. Mart

PRINTING

PL 3-2403

Ledger & Times

GROCERY STOPS,

Starks Hdw.

PL 3-1227

INSURANCE

IWEED RUGS 9x12 Only
Whiteway Seridee Sta. PL 3-9121 FOAM
Baby cribs adjustable txd.Loins and crop side $19.95. CarraTYPEWRITER RENTAL
way Furniture, Iu5 North 3rd. PL
al3c
3-15e2.

AND SERVICE

HOLSILIN heifers,
PL 3-1916 .1 seitieeliiNG
good aue. I complete Acteylen and
cutting feud complete. See Loyd
Lunningnam or phone 489-2445.
TV SALES & SERVICE
JEWELRY
.12p
Furches Jewelry .... PL 3-2835 Bell's TV & Ref. Ser PL 3-3515
TOILACRES
3
ill itk:Hei FARM,
ace°, pienty cat pasture. New house
WEAR
TO
READY
LADIES
with running water. Two miles
Murray Jewelry Next to Varsity
01 Farmington. Fireside
southwest
3-4623
I'L
Littleton.
al5p
5-S502.

International agreement has been
reached by braille committees of
the United States and tIded United
Kingdom on a common liatem of
braille music notation te+OirMit
greater exchange of brailled music
as among English speaked
big peoples according to a statement by the American Foundation
for the Blind.

The War for the Union 1861-65 in Picture*

3 ROOMS FURNISHED APARTmere.. Gas heat, utilities furnished.
Apply in person from 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. Ezell Beauty School, 306
N. 4th. Ne phone calls please. al3c
FURNISHED APARTMENT ON
Coldwaier Road. 1 mile from College. For two only. PLaza 3-4552.
ltp

L Couldn't the Union have held
140e los Fort Sumter arid thus effected
strong discouragement to the Rebels right
off? Unquestionably, the taking of Sumter,
April 14, 1861, without the loss of a life, was
a tremendous stimulant to hothead belief
that the South could and would wrest what
It wanted from the North.
Significantly, Union forces succeeded in
restating Confederate efforts to force the
surrender of FOrt Pickens in Pensacola Bay

HELP WAN1ED
SOMEONE WITH POWER Mowal3p
er to cut yard. PL 3-4461.
CARD OF THANKS

JUSTICE MOSHE LANDAU
EICHPAANN JUDGE -Justice
Moshe Landau, of the Supreme Court of Israel, is
shown in Jerusalem as he
prepared to preside at the trial
of Adolf Fschmann, Nazi leader who is charged with the
killing of minions of Jews.

INTERNATIONAL BRAILLE
MUSIC CODS ADOPTED

71eCENTENNIAL CUMIN!:

AVAILABLE APRIL 11. FOURroom apartment at 408 North 16th
St. across from College High $30.00
Par month. Zeina Carter PL 3al2c
1625.

LAIttANALS PHILCO refrigerator
dna WesUngnou.se electric range.
tie seen at 204 South 4th bt.,
PL 3-1916 Lan
phone PL 3-1413. Easy terms can
al2c
ue arranged.

Frazee, Melugin & Holton
PL 3-3415 Ledger & Times
Gen. Insurance

I LIKE'EMI

BUILDING ADJACENT TO Murray Supply. Will rent Whole building or storage space. Contact Walter Conner at Conner Imp. Co.
al2c
PL 3-2626.

'bob LrtheitOLET DELIVERY paRESTAURANTS
Ownos Food Market PL 3-4632
llet sedan. Phone PL 3-46101. abic
Free Delivery Service
PL 3-41192
iouthside Restaurant
ALUMINUM BOAT AND
traildr, Windshield and steering
SERVICE STATIONS
wheei. 1959 35-h.p. Evinrude moHARDWARE STORES
Sales, 2nd
Walston-Young Tex. PL 3-2810 tor. Lam/eons Motor
al2c
Llgtass liclw., con. 4th & Main
and Main Pl.. 3-4913.

its were served by

flags

Travel Coupon books are issued
by the American Foundation for
the blind, 15 West 16th Street at
no cost to blind pefsons *telling
to utilize the "One-Trip" Concession permitting them to take
along a sighted companion at single fare rate. The 11) cards must
be renewed only every five dean,
but books of actual coupons preVARYING EXPIRATION
sented to bus and rail lines expire
DATES
Travel Identification Cards and at the end of each calendar year.

YOUR MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

of Mn. H. C. Chiles
e of the meeting of
Sunday Srhool Clam
Baptist Church heti7:01.1 p.m.

Moody was the deter who was introIrs. Jessie Roberts,
irman. Mrs. 0. C.
ed at the meeting.
Orr led the closing
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Osco W. Patterson and Warren
Keyes Patterson, husband and sun I
of the late Mary L. Patterson,
wish to expres.s_their sincerest appreciation and heart felt thanks
tor the warm hospitalrty and kind
consideration extended to them by
their many friends and relations
both in Detroit a n d Calloway
County during their recent bereavement. They especially wish
to thank the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home, the Rev. M. M. Hampton and Rev. D. W. Billltagton for
the wonderful service renciered to
ltp
them.

and nullified the usefulness to the South of
a most important navy yard; they kept
Fortress Monroe (below), too.
Like Sumter and Pickens, Monroe, located
at the entrance to Hampton Roads, was situated on an island semi-circled by Confederate-held territory after the events of April
1861.
Yet the Union held it throughout the war
and used R. effectively in blockading two
ports that could have been of decisive
value to the Confederacy, Norfolk
and Richmond.
At the beginning of hostelUm, the garrlaen
was only 400.
The rapid buildup given its manpower and supplies; the knowledge Confederate
leaders had of it.
structural f o rmidability, a n d
leek of naval
power discouraged Rebel attack. The bastion
had been planned
and constructed
In part by Robert
E. Lee while an
engineer officer,
U.S. Army.
-Clark Kinnaird

by Emile IlluohmIllay
L HOPE YOU'LL
BE ABLE TO KEEP
YOUR EYE
ON MY
BALL

FARM FOR SALE, 89 ACRES, 7
inues southwest of Hopkinsville
on rlighway 164. Five room house
with oath, gas heat, storm winuows and CAUOCS, MOO grade -A"
dairy barn and tooecco uarn with
i.4 acne IA burley tobacco ham.
idetrie PL 4-4alu or see Ueorge
elan
,louge at /inbred s.
once, APPLIANCES, GOOD UPright (loop ireezer. two lull sue
gas ranges, wringer type webers,
z automatic washers. Carraway
rurndure, iod North 3rd Street.
al34:
?none PL 3-1)02

-Eiren.0/.a

Federal State Market
News Service

SMASHUP-Sts persons wound up In a hospital as result of
this accident, between homemade spoils car (hirer-0)1rd)
and the conventional car (background , in Nardivilie, Tenn.
Clarence Harwood Briley III sae] the sports ear was two
years in the making, and was valued at $15,000.

)end hours of
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re appearance. kS, •
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ONE'S
1Y-CLEANERS
R SERVICE

IN WORLD SPOTLIGHT-Barred windows of the Belt lia'am,
or eotrimunIty bull ling, In Jerusalem endues the most spotlighted trial since the World War II war crimes trials, that
of Adolf Etchmann, Hltlers masts murder technician.

11061.
.,
Murray Livestock Market report.
. Hogs: 189. Receipts mostly raised grade outchers. Steady. U.S.
Nu. 1, 2. an..1 3 barrow and gilts
180-240 lb. $17.2d; 240 - 275 lb.
s16.2a-1b.75; 160-130 lb. $16.50;
No. 2 arid 3 sows 300-600 lb.
414.75-15.50.
Cattle: 268., Cow s steady to
strong, other muses generally
steady. Standard and Good mixed
siaugnter steers and heiters $21.10
-24.2d; Utility a is d CuMmercial
cows $15.00-16.75, Cutter $13.0015.50; Canner 812.00-1400; Utility
buirs 517.75-19.13; Medium end
&tied 400 - 600 lo. stock steers
$23.30-25.75; few Medium heifers
$22 00-23.25; Medium and Good
6(10-800 lb. feeder steers $2L7523.90.
Calves: 108. Vealers weak to
mostly 500 lower. Choice 180-240
lb. vealers $28.75 - 30.50; Good
826.25-29.25; few Choice 245-275
lb. $28.00 - 30.00; Standard all
weights $23.75-25.75; Utility $17.75
-23.25.
0Lb HOAX CAUSES FIRE
HAZARD
The American Fdiundat I on for
the Blind wards the public to beware ,,f being taken in by an
old hoax ehich does no good and
ma) cause a fire hazard Every
year hundreds of well-meaning
Amencans save tons of useless
celleophane hands from cigarette
packs in the belief that they thereby can help blind people get guide
dogs No guide dog agency he.
ever honored this hoax and legitimate means of help are available
for blind people whon can't afford
dogs. •
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faintly.

Russia ...

-

As word of Gagarin's achievement circulated through the city
Moscow's streets became scenes of
(Continued from Page 1)
pandemonium reminiscent of Pittstele% ison. showing hint to be a burgh after last fall's World Serfairly handsome man uith a sl:ght- ies victory or Times Square on
ls cleft chin. In the photograph he New Years Eve. Russians hugged
wore- -a -space suit and helmet. His and kissed total strangers.
A snowballing procession of stueses are deep set. He was smiling
-

4

Winston Churchill. 86. former British
Prime Minister, has a blanket covering his anees and a broadbrimmed hat shading his eyes as he catches up with the news
at Palm Beach, Fla He came ashore unannounced from the
yacht, Christina. on which he has been cruising as guest of
Greek shipping magnate Aristotle Onassis Making his first
visit to the US. since 1959. Sir Winston was expected to make
his next stop New York before returmg to London by plane.

REtAXED VISITOR—Sir

Loud Celebration

.1.

WI

•• •

f.--- Nr71

'•

Before coming to MSC in September Dr. Dew
taught high school in Missouri after receiving his
master's from. Kansas State College. He then went
to L.S.U. where he received his Ph D. degree last year.
As an undergraduate he attended colleges in Missouri,
Washington, D.C., and Arkansas, a fact which he
attributes to an "itching heel."

ma ma

w

a ergo. erentowl=
Loa Panama

opt ilicollggeflsiuttt, Dr. Dew
Dr.
FIRST YEAR AT MSC
to Murray State in September as m
staff, says "History can be read sir

amar
story
ca. oroOyment."

'Itching-Heel' Dew
Finds History Fun
Through Research
Were you looking for Dr. Lee Dew? If so, your
search, though difficult, need not be futile. If he isn't
in class, he's probably in his office or working on his
sailboat.
How do you get to his office? Just go to the
Auditorium and from there on. you're on your own. If
you find him within a couple of hours, you must have
a knack for detective work—it's a feat not often accomplished on the first try.
Dr. Dew, of the social science department, vows
he did not set up his office behind the stage in the
Auditorium purposefully to avoid 'visitors. "It's just

one-fare coupon books
permitting blind persons to travel
accompanied by sighted companions
for the price of a single fare were
issued free of charge in the past
year by the American Foundation
for the Blind. 15 West 16th St.,
New Y , rs '

re far avoay (not it.-

BLIND AGENCIES ACCREDITATION PROPOSED
Jansen M Noyes. Jr., President
of the American Foundation for
the Blind says the time is ripe to
consider the possibility of an accreditation system of services to
the blind and that the Foundation
would undertake exploratory studies.

S

did research in

c

Florida, in January, 1961.

of Congress. "My greatest experience therj
was reading letters writtin during the Civil War an
Reconstruction periods," he reminisced. "Identifyin
oneself With the passions and feelings of a certain
age is very important. My research in the Library of
. Congress was very enlightening in this respect."
"Often college history students do not have an
opportunity to get into the heart of historical St
The real study of history involves the study of
original sources such as letters, diaries, newspa rs,
etc.," he went on, adding that MSC students will have
considerable opportunity to study the history of ibis
country first-hand as a result of the library's acquiattam of a number of microfilmed newspapers of fhe
Civil War period.

MID-STATES
STEEL PRODUCTS
FOR LONGER WEAR

tiikt!
StAiw—
04 kt,
;
Sthul‘"
cutitmPa g

"I decided to major in history because rfeel a.
knowledge of history is a basic prerequisite to the
understanding of America's current problems. Besides,
history is fun; it can be read strictly for enjoyment,"
he said in a convincing tone.

MID-STATES "GALVANNEALED"
COPPER-BEARING FENCE
Outlasts ordinary galvanized fence
three to four times Mid States "Galvannealing" Orocesa fuses a thick zinc
costing right into the wire PrOYidet
greater resistance to rust. omostios,
end corrosion.

Although serious-minded and devoted to the
teaching profession, Dr. Dew, a young and easy-going
man, has a wide range of interests. Much of his childhood was spent within fifty feet of an ocean and he is
very fond of sailing. His current hobby—the building
of a sailboat—is, no doubt, an outgrowth of this.
"Since Kentucky Lake is the closest thing to an ocean
in this vicinity, I may as well take advantage of it,"
•
he said with a smile.

BLINDNESS RESEARCH
"Less than one million dollars a
year is currently going into research efforts to solve the problems of blindness, "Dr. M. D.
Graham. Director of thg Division
of Research and Statistics of the
American Foundation for the Blind
stated in a speech delivered in
Boston -And at least double the
present research effort is necessary," he added.

TRUSTEES FOR THE BLIND

•

BAR-OVER-BAR FOR
BLIND MUSICIANS

Music for blind musicians brailled in what is described by the
American Foundation for the Blind
as "the bar over bar system with
the chords reading downward in
the right hand," has been jointly
adopted as the preferred system
by interested groups from both
the United States and the United
Kingdom,

MID-STATES BARBED WIRE
Made of "Gairannealed" Copper-Bea
Mg steel wire foe longer, more sans.
factory SerinCla. Barbs ars spell-pointed
had wdlefflifr aPacual oa evenly bailee
NW&

gT

MID-STATES
eitOcouCT9501 TPg PAW

214 Main

PL 3-1S43

The American Foundation for
the Blind has 25 trustees living
There are today 34 000 blind
in eight states and Candad accord- children and youths in the United
ing to the Foundation's latest an- States according to the American
nual report
Foundation for the Blind

efr

ot

IT'S A HITCHING — Actress
Vivien Leigh and actor John
Merivale are shown during a
tour of "Duel of Angels," before 'letting an April 10 date
for their marringe In Tobago,
West Indies. She and Laurence Olivier were divorced
after 18 years of marriage,

Lct's ,e7s
play
t. •
4:',,

SUPERB!
the finest
coUon slacks
money can buy

Rambe-Top
A new high in luxury wash
'n wear fabric, styled with
a smart look and feel you
roust wear to fully appre(
ate. See them ...wear them
... you'll agree... they're
the greatest!
(Al., •••1121,ta hi flt• same@
smartest bait-auk stalaa-)

Sayer, Bruit. Black,
Olive-Mist
.
'Waist: 28" toga'. Length: 28" to 34
Colors: Rona.

1.59-'1.69 pr.

BELK-SETTLE

$593

BELK-SETTLE

dress-up slacks...
built for wear, too!
RambE-Tor;and
SCOTWIST
For line washable dress slacks that keep the'.
good looks longer, you can't beat these. Easy
'wash 'n wear care... superb craftsmanship
and finest quality fabrics. Most popular color.
Sites 2 to 7 at only

SOLD

BEALE HARDWARE
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rives.* Bradley,
111 charged with the solo
bbery of a bank in Stuart,

Library
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BLIND TRAVEL
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GEORGE BRADLEY JR.
WANTICIFOrEHE FSI — George
Martin'Bry Jr., • con-

Born in Aruba in the Netherland West Indies, he
received part of his earlier education there; duni
World War II he attended school in Missouri,
native state of his parents.
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Such an atmosphere seems appropriate for historyloving Dr. Dew who is presently working on a paper
he has been invited to read at the Southern Historical
Association conventAm us Chattanooga this fall. The
paper is entitled %The CrUestion of Universal Sufferage
in 1866: A Radical Dilemma." It is an outgrowth of a
three-inch thick book manuscript dealing with civil
rights in the fourteenth amendment. Originally, the
manuscript, which he is now in the process of rewriting, was his doctoral dissertation.

. dewalk crowds chanted -hail
to the cosmos" and everyone's
arms seemed to be waving. Loudspeakers :n the streets added to
the din of radio and television
news broadcasts booming from
open windows.
News that a momentous event
was about to break had cirsulated
in Moscow for two days. There
were reports from qualified sources Tuesday that the Russians had
sent a man into spare and had
brought him ba:k alive last Friday.
It was possible that such a flight
had been attempted and had gone
awry bu: any failure was forgotten in the jub.lation over the
conquest of space as the hero
-wild duck" was reported to have
landed back on earth at 10:55 a.
in. 2:55 a. m. EST.
The scientific world joined the
workers, and students, and government officials in recognition of
the flight.'
In London Sir Bernard Lovell,
director of Britain's Jodrell Bank
observatory which has been active
in satellite tracking, had this to
say
"This is the greatest scientific
achievement in the history of
man."
Washijpgton's first comment was
more restrained, but the White
House 'aidAmerican tracking stations had confirmed that the Soviets had launched a space vehicle.
The scene of the space ship
landing was not disclosed, but officials said it came down in a
predetermined area of the Soviet
Union. It was expected that Cagan n would arrive in Moscow
either Thursday or Friday for a
hero's welcome.

PAIII HBRAN'S
GREAT HISTORICAL
NOVEL

that there are more professors than office space," he
explained. "However, it is very quiet here except
When something is going on on the stage."

dents swarmed down Gorky Street,
Moscow's main traffic artery. in
a demonstration that appeared to
spontaneous
be unprecedentedly
for the Soviets. A huge red banner
reading „'sail to the first cosmonaut" rolled like a Chinese
New Year dragon past cheering
R usssans.
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